Polynomial expansions are of widespread use in a gas kinetic theory. For linearized Boltzmann equation, such an expansion is a basis of the wide-known Enskog-Chapman method [1], [2] . For the nonlinear case, this method was developed in Burnett's [3] and Grad's [4] works.
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As it was proved by Kumar [5] , the best time-consuming expansion is that over so called spherical Hermite polynomials. Along Burnett's treatment, we use the real non-normalised spherical Hermite polynomials 
where S^/ 2 are the Sonine polynomials and
These polynomials are orthogonal with a Maxwellian weight function. If a whole set of the indices in the Hermite spherical polynomials is denoted as j, the distribution function (DF) expansion takes a form 3 where M is a Maxwellian distribution, T is a temperature, and u is a mean velocity of a Maxwellian distribution. The values of T and u are usually set taking in mind the DF's properties. We take these as the free ones when treating a collision integral. Now, for the polynomial expansion, the Boltzmann equation is replaced with an equivalent system --CiiCfr (4)
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n operator D/Dt on the left (4) corresponds to the differential part of the Boltzmann equation and well known [3] , [6] .
Note, that a sole constraint on the using of the polynomial expansion is a Grad criterion
In [7] , a formula to calculate K^ r2 has been obtained, but it includes six enclosed sums. In [8] , another formula has been obtained with four-fold summation. In [9] , the simple recurrent relations were deduced for ME calculation, evidencing on an essential progress in a domain of the large indices. Adjustable time and accuracy when calculating matrix elements (ME) via a formula of [7] are for NQ = 13 where NQ is the number of the Sonine polynomials in the DF expansion. It was shown [9] that, when calculating an isotropic relaxation, a transition from NQ = 15 to NQ = 128 gives an opportunity to proceed in an exact description of the distribution function from 2-3 times the thermal velocity up to 8-10 times the thermal velocity. Thus, in the isotropic case, consideration of a number of expansion coefficients gives an opportunity to calculate DF in a high-velocity domain with a high accuracy.
Aiming to verify the gains of the momentum method for a spatially nonuniform Boltzmann equation and axially symmetric velocity DF, a time-dependent problem about interaction of two opposite planar shock waves was solved. This problem was considered before the study of the matrix elements of a collision integral, and the right-side of the Boltzmann equation was substituted with a BGK model. In this case, any MEs of the collision integral were easily calculated. It was shown that the main physical parameters, density and temperature, were well described at LQ = 13 and NQ = 13. Here LQ is the number of the Legendre polynomials and NQ is the number of the Sonine polynomials in the DF expansion. For an accurate DF calculation in this process, even larger values of LQ and NQ are needed.
In the spatially one-dimensioned problems, e.g., a shock-wave structure and heat conduction problem, the velocity DF is the axially symmetric one. In the axially symmetric case, the expansion is accomplished over the spherical Hermite polynomials of two indices r, / -H r j = SJ+i/2^' an(^ ^e Boltzmann equation is substituted with a more simple than (4) system of momentum equations
All the properties of the collision integral appear in MEs K*' i r i -When calculating ME, a collision integral of the particles with a distribution MJJ ri) / 1 (ci) on the particles with MH r2) i 2 (c2) should be calculated, then, a scalar product of this integral with a polynomial H rj i(c) is to be found.
Here I is collision integral, M(To, UQ) is a Maxwellian with the fixed parameters TO, WQ, and g r j is a square of a norm of the Hermite polynomial H r j. Note that TO is applied when setting a velocity scale for measurement c, ci and c%. A complexity in treating the collision integral advances the enormous problems when calculating ME K*' i r i • Moreover, when performing all the integrations in (8), the formulas arising incorporate such a lot of summations that, even in an isotropic case, as it was shown in [9] , they become untractable.
Performing the DF expansion, we shall always take a full system of the spherical Hermite polynomials as the basis functions, but, fixing the different values of the parameters of the weight Maxwellian, every time we shall have a new system of the basis functions.
When transferring from any basis to another, it is convenient to apply a-u-representation of the Boltzmann equation [10] . Here, the DF is an expansion over the Maxwellians of the arbitrary temperatures and mean velocities 00 00
For a weight function ^(a, w), an equation equivalent to the Boltzmann one was obtained in [10] 
The kernels A(W, Wi, W 2 ) were built for certain models of interaction (e.g., hard spheres) and certain relaxation problems were solved.
When obtaining the ME relations, it is convenient to use the spherical Hermite polynomial mapping into a-u-space. An orthogonal system of the polynomials H r j with the Maxwellian weight in a-u-representation corresponds to a bi-orthogonal system of the functions h^f ? , and h^, where for the right system of the functions h^ one has [2] (2* -fr -1)!K-1)*
Here, 6^k\T -TO) is a derivative of the order k with respect to 6-function, b p j are the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial and the square brackets denote the number's integer.
The left-side system of the functions h^, ?/ takes form
where a^ r , are the coefficients of a Sonine polynomial, and # r y is a normalizing factor. Two sets of the functions h^ and h^t ?/ are the orthonormal ones.
(#,!', h r,l) = J h? tl ht, tl , dW = S,, t ,S r , tr .
Consider a transfer from a DF expansion in the vicinity of the Maxwellian of a mean velocity UQ and temperature TO toward an expansion of a mean velocity HI and temperature TI, UQ and HI being directed along a symmetry axis z. Using the a-u-representation, the same DF ^p(W) is obtained for two bases WQ and W\ (17) k=Q j=Q
Evidently, the expansion coefficients are the same whether this expansion is accomplished into a-u-or ^-spaces. Now, consider a collision integral expanded over the spherical Hermite polynomials for two different bases. Note that each of these two sets of the polynomials forms a full system of functions. Below, all the general results are obtained under condition that the collision integral is independent on the set of the function in respect of which the DF is expanded. A corollary of this simple and general principle is an important theorem: the ME of a collision integral for the two different bases are interrelated as follows Applying an operator TI d/dTi for an equality (20) in a matrix form at W\ = WQ, taking into consideration that, on the right, an operator K does not depend on TI, and using the equalities (27)-(28), we obtain, for an arbitrary dependence on a temperature, 
Here fl = ri + r a -r+ /1 + * a~/ .
In a special case of the power potentials, the MEs are proportional to T^ where, e.g., for the Maxwellian molecules p = 0, for the hard spheres ^ = 0.5, and for the Coulomb potential ^ = -1.5. For the power potentials, instead of (29) one obtain a relation as follows
Obtained relations (25) and (31) between MEs are the recurrent ones, and with their help all the non-linear MEs are easily found if the linear ones are known. The abovementioned is correct, also, in the very case of a system having an principal direction. An example is the case concerning the particles experienced a very strong magnetic field (of the order of 10 9 Gs), these particles being non-symmetrical and oriented along a magnetic field.
In a common kinetic theory, space is taken as the isotropic one, this leading to certain additional relationships. For usual non-oriented particles, a linear Boltzmann operator was treated by Hecke [11] , [12] . He proved a theorem which asserts, for the axially symmetric case in ME terms, K and a parity / coincides with a parity /i + /2-The ME's zero equality in the case /i > /2 is proved taking in mind a Hecke theorem for the linear matrix elements of the first type. For /i < /2 they are a corollary of a Hecke theorem for the linear elements of the second type.
This theorem can be proved when applying the Talmi coefficients and a number of their inherent properties to calculate the ME along Kumar [5] .
The following important new fact resulting from (25), (31) is a linear non-isotropic and isotropic elements' interrelation. Moving into the recurrent procedure with growth in /2 and decrease in /, we encounter a situation when the element under question is zero as it does not meet a generalized Hecke theorem (/ is less than /2 -/i). The right side of the identity proves to be a linear combination of the linear isotropic elements and an unique non-isotropic matrix element inherent to this chain of the relations. This linear combination being essentially zero, it follows that the linear non-isotropic element is obtained with the given linear isotropic ones of the same type. To build a recurrent procedure, it is convenient to substitute r, TI, /, /i, /2 with other variables R, p, A, r, v = n, A = (/ + /i + / 2 )/2, r = (/-/i + / 2 )/2, i/ = / 2 ,
where, according to a generalized Hecke theorem, the parameters A and r are integers, and it holds 0 < r < v < A.
The recurrent procedure at r = 0, 1 and a positive value of p -R proves to be sufficient in calculating all the linear MEs. A code was created. It is managed easily in obtaining the ME numerical values. Its simplicity when calculating the MEs by multiplying this procedure gives rise to an analytical formula to represent any linear axially symmetric ME A,-^ via a linear combination of the linear isotropic MEs A r>ri . This formula was deduced by a computational analysis. First of all, with the perturbation method, the numerical coefficients in an expansion of a linear A^j over A rjri were obtained. An analysis of these coefficients being accomplished, a formula was obtained as follows To calculate a whole set of such elements, the r > 1 and the negative values of p -R should be considered. When performing the recurrent procedure in these new domains, we encounter the MEs forbidden via a generalized Hecke theorem. As a rule, these MEs vanish automatically due to the relations (35). However, at p -R = -1, the new relations arise interrelating the linear isotropic MEs
Moreover, it should be taken in mind that a matrix of the isotropic coefficients is the symmetrical one when the DF is expanded over the normalized Sonine polynomials. Only the diagonal MEs prove can be selected as the linearly independent ones because of this symmetry and the relations (36). Let the diagonal isoptropic linear MEs A£ at r < NQ are given. In a general 3D case, the Hermite polynomials include the spherical harmonics Yj* m (0, (p) depended on two angles 0 and (p. As the apparatus of the spherical function is well developed, many properties of the MEs with different / and m are known.
However, here, also, a development of a common idea to derive the relations based on the description invariance relative to any basis was of interest. In this case, such were the rotation by the angles u) and ip. The relations arising do not involve the indices r, r\ and r^ and, for brevity, relevant is the matrix element ?^rrH,«i,? 2 ,m 2 ,«V ^° build the conversion matrix D in this case, the a -u -representation should not be involved, it equals simply a scalar product of the main and rotated spherical harmonics. Now, a transition from one basis to another corresponds to a rotation by an angle u) about the z-axis or by an angle ip about the y-axis. The derivatives dD/du ^_ Q and dD/dij}\ ,_ Q are easily calculated. When differentiating a relationship binding various matrix elements in the different bases, the terms on the left arise as follows /Q7\ (37) If the space is the isotropic one these derivatives are zeros, and a generalized Hecke theorem follows from the equations obtained, being a solvability condition of the uniform algebraic equations. For the matrix elements themselves, the recurrent relationships are deduced with a help of which all the unforbidden MEs of various indices m, i, mi, ii, m2, i% are found along the taken axially symmetric MEs K^ Q 0 ? 0 0 . A ratiô 
